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Phase Change Memory (PCM) is one of the most promising technologies among
emerging non-volatile memories. PCM stores data in crystalline and amorphous phases
of GST material having large difference in their electrical resistivity. Though it is possible
to design a high capacity memory system by storing multiple bits at intermediate levels
between highest and lowest resistance state of PCM, it is difficult to obtain tight
distribution required for correct reading of data. Moreover, the write latency and
programming energy for an MLC PCM cell are not trivial and act as a major hurdle in
applying multi-level PCM in high density memory architecture design. Effect of process
variation (PV) on PCM cell exacerbates the variability in necessary programming
current and hence the target resistance spread leading to the demand for high-latency,
multi-iteration-based programming, write verify schemes for MLC-PCM. PV aware
control of programming current, programming using staircase down pulses of current or
increasing reset current pulses are some of the traditional techniques used to achieve
optimum programming energy, write latency and better accuracy, but they are usually
able to optimize only one aspect of the design. This work addresses the high write
latency and process variation issue of MLC-PCM by introducing a fast and energy
10

efficient multi-level cell based phase change memory architecture. This architecture
adapts the programming scheme of a multi-level cell by considering the initial state of
the cell, the target resistance to be programmed and the effect of process variation in
programming current profile of the cell. The proposed techniques act at circuit as well as
micro-architecture levels. Simulation results show that we achieve 10% saving in
programming latency and 25% saving in programming energy for the PCM memory
system compared to traditional methods.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Emerging Semiconductor Memory Technologies
Intel co-founder Gordon Moore predicted a trend in 1965 quoting that the number
of components in an integrated circuit would double every 18 months. Though this
prediction known as “Moore’s Law” was only for 10 years, it has proven accurate till now
as the law is used in semiconductor industry to guide long term planning and set targets
for R&D. In past decade, processors as well as memory technology has seen
tremendous improvement. But, uneven growth in cycle speed of processor and
reduction in access latency of memories has lead to the situation popularly known as
“hitting the memory wall” where growth in processor speed will no longer cause an
improvement in overall system performance. Apart from this, continuous growth in
embedded system market is demanding growth in memory density, reliability,
performance as well as reduction in cost and power consumption. This has triggered the
exploration of new technologies for volatile as well as non volatile memory systems.
This chapter introduces a few emerging semiconductor memories and compares their
major characteristics. The family of semiconductor memories is characterized by
following parameters
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retention : Ability to maintain the information over time
Endurance : The number of write cycles that the memory cell bears before
submitting failures
Granularity : Minimum number of cells that can be programmed independently
without having to change the contents of other cells
Access time : Average time required to read certain memory location and time
required to write to a location
Scalability : Ability of a cell to shrink in size with advances in device fabrication
procedures
Density of integration
Possibility to modify stored data
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Based on the property of retaining data on removal of electrical power; memories
can be divided into two major categories, namely volatile and non-volatile memories.
Figure 1-1 below shows the classification of semiconductor memories

Memories

Volatile

SRAM

Flash
(NAND,
NOR)

Non-volatile

DRAM

PCM

FeRAM

MRAM

RRAM

Others

(Polymer,Th
yristor, 3D)

Figure 1-1. Categories of semiconductor memories
Volatile random access memories (RAM) are read-write memories which retain the
data stored as long as supply voltage is present. Non-volatile Memories are able to
retain the information even without the supply voltage. The Read Only Memory (ROM)
subtype does not allow changing of the stored data. It can be one time programmable in
which data is stored in the form of matrix of diode or transistors and selective
connections of the matrix are enabled by burning a connecting fuse. Among read-write
type of non-volatile memories, different principles of data storage are used. Table 1-1
gives the comparison of properties of different types of volatile as well as non-volatile
memories and briefly explains the storage mechanism used in each.
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Table 1-1. Comparison of traditional and emerging memory technologies [1]

Property

SRAM

DRAM

Flash

PCM

FeRAM

MRAM

RRAM

Storage
Mechanism

Six
transistor
latch
structure

Charge on
Capacitor

Charge in
floating
gate

Permanent
polarization
of
ferroelectric
material

Permanent
magnetization
of
ferroelectric
material

Cellsize
2
(F )
ITRS
Volatile
Scalability
Endurance
Bit
alterable
Power

--

6-8

5-10

Amorphous
–Crystalline
Phases of
GST alloy
(Resistance
of material)
5-6

22 - 16

22 - 16

Resistance
Change
due to
change in
material
dimensions
--

Yes
Good
Unlimited
Yes

Yes
Poor
Unlimited
Yes

No
Poor
10^4
No

No
Good
10 ^12
Yes

No
Poor
> 10^10
Yes

No
Poor
> 10^10
Yes

No
Very good
10^5
Yes

High

Low

Low

Low

High

Low

Reads

NonDestructive

High due
to refresh
cycles
Destructive

NonDestructive

NonDestructive

Destructive

NonDestructive

NonDestructive

Read
Latency
Write
latency
MLC
capacity
ECC
used?
Application

Very low

10ns

low

~ 50ns

--

--

--

low

10ns

high

~ 150ns

--

--

--

No

No

Yes

Yes

--

--

--

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

--

--

--

Very High
speed
Memory

Caches,
Main
memory

NAND:
Storage
Disks,

Embedded,
Low
Density

Embedded,
Low Density

Large
density
storage,
Neural
networks

Widely
used

NOR:
Embedded
systems
Widely
used

Stand
alone/
Embedded,
High
density,
Low cost
Prototypes

Limited
production

Test Chips

Test arrays

Maturity

Widely
used

As seen from literature, present non-volatile memories are starting to encounter
physical scaling limitation. Flash memories have problem of limited endurance. NOR
flash has high write latency and NAND flash has high random read latency. Moreover,
flash cannot be written at bit level granularity, entire block of memory needs to be
erased before writing to a location in the block. Among current volatile memories,
DRAM is facing scaling limitations beyond 50nm. As the DRAM cell requires periodic
14

refresh, it is power hungry technology making it unsuitable for myriad of embedded
systems applications today. These shortcomings of current memory technologies are
inspiring research towards new memories exploring new storage device physics.
Referring to Table 1-1, it is observed that PCM, MRAM, FeRAM and RRAM are strong
contenders for future memory devices. But, PCM is identified as best candidate among
them due to small size of the cell, good scalability, lower power, multilevel storage
potential, compatibility with existing technologies and maturity of process technology to
fabricate the chip. The next subsection explains the key concepts of PCM necessary for
diving deep into the topic.
Phase Change Memories
Background
Phase change memory is a type of non-volatile memory which uses difference in
electrical resistance of the phases of material to store the data. Material used in PCM is
chalcogenide alloy which is composed of the elements of IVth group, Vth group and VIth
group of the periodic table. The properties of these alloys have been studied by
S. Ovshinsky in 1960s(and for this reason that the phase change memories are also
called OUM, Ovonic Unified Memory).Nearly all the prototype devices make use of
chalcogenide material of germanium, antimony and tellurium (Ge2Sb2Te5) called GST.
The chalcogenides can be present both in amorphous phase and crystalline phase.
Crystalline phase is the stable phase at room temperature. Amorphous phase has high
electrical resistivity and low optical reflectivity whereas crystalline phase exhibits low
electrical resistivity and high optical reflectivity. The change in phase is achieved by
heating the material either using electrical power or by means of laser beam of
appropriate power. The optical properties of chalcogenides were exploited since long
15

time in rewritable optical storage media (CDs and DVDs). The transition from
amorphous to crystalline phase and vice versa is completely reversible and it depends
upon the application of different thermal profile to the material. As shown in the Figure
1-2, if the temperature of the material is raised above the melting point of GST for short
duration of time (50ns), GST melts to form amorphous volume. Amorphous volume is
preserved as the short duration of the pulse does not give enough time for the material
to crystallize. On the contrary, if the material is held at a temperature between
crystallization temperature and melting temperature of GST for longer time duration
(300ns), atomic re-arrangement takes place to form a crystalline structure.

Temperature(T)
Tm

GST Melting Temperature
(800 K)
GST Crystallization
Temperature (600 K)

Tx

Pulse Time(t)
Figure 1-2. Temperature profile required for phase change of chalcogenide
The PCM cell (Figure 1-3 (b)) consists of a transistor and a programmable resistor
formed by sandwiching a thin layer of GST material between two metallic electrodes.
Additional heater electrode is added to improve the heating efficiency. The cell
resistance varies from a few kilo-ohms for fully crystalline GST (Figure 1-3(a)) to a few
Mega-ohms for maximum amorphous GST (Figure 1-3 (c)) which are used to store
logical 1 and logical 0 respectively.
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Figure 1-3 (a) Cell with amorphous GST (b) PCM 1R-1T structure(c) Cell with crystalline
GST
Electrical Characteristics
Figure 1-4 shows resistance-current curve for PCM and Figure 1-5 shows the,
current-voltage curve. The current and voltage values are dimension dependent and
vary from one device structure to other.

Figure 1-4. Cell resistance as a function
of program current [2]

Figure 1-5. I-V characteristics measured
on programming [2]
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Completely crystalline lower resistance state of PCM cell is referred as set state
whereas higher resistance amorphous state is reset state. The current voltage
characteristic depends upon the state in which cell resides initially. Starting from the
reset state, if low voltage is applied, current through the cell is negligible and cell is said
to be in OFF state. As the voltage is increased beyond a threshold, significantly large
current flows through the cell switching the cell to ON state. This phenomenon of abrupt
change in resistance due to applied electric field is known as threshold switching.
However, if the cell is in set state, two distinct areas of operations are not observed. The
resistance of the cell changes as per the applied voltage. Both the characteristics
shown above decide current-voltage applied in order to store data in the cell. Phase
transition takes place when the cell is in ON state, whereas read operation is performed
at very low voltage level where the cell is in OFF state [3] [4].
Knowing the electrical characteristics of memory, the next chapter elaborates
more about motivation of this work.
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CHAPTER 2
MOTIVATION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
Phase Change Memory (PCM) is emerging as one of the most promising memory
technologies due to its superior scalability, negligible standby power, low access latency
and high endurance. The data storage capability of phase change memory is based on
the property of GST material to switch between amorphous and crystalline states in
short time when current/voltage pulse of adequate amplitude is applied. The resistivity
of amorphous state is 3-4 orders of magnitude higher than that of crystalline state [1] [5]
[6]. As a result, purely amorphous and purely crystalline state of PCM has 2-3 orders of
difference in their resistance, which offers opportunity to use multiple resistance levels
in between to store multiple bits per cell [5].
Although Multi-Level Cell (MLC) PCM can achieve high-capacity and high-density
memory design, the latency and energy to program MLC PCM is considerably greater
than that of Single-Level-Cell PCM (SLC-PCM). For example, single MLC write request
requires 1000ns compared to just 250ns write time of SLC PCM [7] [8]. To program a
cell to an intermediate resistance state, partial crystallization of the GST material is
performed, which is a slow process and requires optimal combination of input current as
well as programming time. Phase change depends on the efficient heating of the GST
layer which requires high currents leading to high energy consumption. Comparison of
energy requirements of a PCM main memory system to a DRAM main memory system
shows that PCM based system requires 2.2X more energy [7]. Thus, there is a need to
reduce energy gap between PCM and DRAM for efficient use of PCM at various levels
of memory hierarchy.
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The resistance levels for MLC are differentiated by variation in current measured
by sense amplifier when applying read voltage across a PCM cell. Usually, there are
approximately 5X resistance difference between resistance values of two adjacent
states to tolerate the effect of resistance drifts and prevent overlapping between the
states [9]. In addition, process variation leads to deviation in physical dimensions across
cells. Consequentially, programming current, a critical characteristic of PCM cell, can
vary largely across cells. When cells are programmed to a resistance level using same
programming impulse, all the cells may not get programmed to the desired value.
Efforts [8] [9] have been made to obtain tight distribution of resistances to avoid mixing
of states and allow more levels to be stored in a single cell. Chapter 5 summarizes
various programming methods which are used to program a multi-level PCM cell to the
desired resistance value. A popular technique of MLC programming involves application
of several current pulses of decreasing amplitude starting with reset current amplitude;
each pulse with short duration (e.g. 15ns). Due to process variation, multiple write
attempts (e.g. 2 to 8), each of duration between 200-300ns, may be required to take a
cell to the desired resistance band. Variation in differential decrease in amplitude of
pulses leads to variation in programming energy. A read operation is performed after
each write attempt to provide feedbacks for adjusting following write operations. This
process is referred as program-and-verify [8].
Write energy and write latency vary greatly with target resistance level and initial
state of PCM cell. As an example, to achieve a resistance level close to completely set
state (crystalline lowest resistance state) of the cell compared to completely reset state
(maximum amorphous highest resistance state), if the cell is already in the set state;
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less programming efforts in terms of time and energy are required. On the contrary, to
obtain a resistance level closer to the highest resistance reset state, it would be a good
approach to perform complete reset operation on the cell and then reduce the
resistance. While employing these methods, variation in accuracy of final resistance
value should be taken into consideration. Process variation may have a positive or
negative impact on accuracy of cell resistance and write latency which can be explored
further. Thus, there is tradeoff between accuracy of the resistance level achieved on
programming, write energy and write latency. An efficient programming scheme is
essential to achieve the optimum level of accuracy with low write latency and write
energy. When devising such a scheme, it is necessary to consider initial state of PCM
cell, target resistance, device variability and intricacies of different PCM programming
techniques.
These issues are addressed in this work, by developing a model of MLC PCM cell
which quantifies the impact of different programming techniques on MLC output
resistance, programming energy and latency. The model is extended to quantify the
effects of variation in physical dimensions of the device on the output resistance when
the cells are programmed with same input impulse. We propose Mercury, a low-writelatency and energy-efficient MLC based phase change memory system. Our system
employs an adaptive programming scheme, which can effectively reduce programming
latency and energy by using single reset pulse programming [10] [11] for states mapped
at lower resistance values and switches to staircase programming [8] for states mapped
at higher resistance values. Our design tunes the programming current as well as
programming mechanism based on the positive or negative impact of the process
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variation in a chip area. In addition, Mercury adopts data comparison writes (DCW) to
enhance the effect of the proposed programming technique and skipping initialization
sequence for programming when the cell is already present in the stable, completely set
state, thereby further improving write latency and energy saving. The following
contributions are made through this work:
The impact of programming techniques on MLC PCM programming energy and
latency is analyzed. A MLC PCM cell resistance profile under different input impulses is
generated. We observe that, to go to a resistance state closer to the purely crystalline
state (Lowest resistance value), the latency and energy required is higher if the cell
initially has maximum amount of amorphous volume (Highest resistance value). If the
cell is taken to higher resistance value from lowest resistance crystalline state, the
latency and energy is lower compared to the case stated earlier. Using this
phenomenon, a novel technique is proposed to adaptively select programming
mechanism based on data pattern to be stored and resistance level to be attained. We
observe reduction of 10% in latency and reduction in energy by 25%.
The impact of process variation on programming of MLC PCM is observed.
Process variation leads to variation in bottom electrode contact diameter (BECD) as
well as heater thickness which in turn affects the reset current of the cell. This changes
the overall programming current profile for different levels of target resistances. Using
the post fabrication tuning information, the programming scheme (i.e. number of current
pulses and amplitude) can be adjusted to harvest the benefit of process variation. PV
aware technique leads to 6% savings in energy and 3% faster programming
performance.
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The data storage pattern of single threaded benchmarks for a MLC PCM main
memory system is characterized. We also propose a micro-architecture level
optimization which skips the initialization programming sequence depending on the
current state of the cell and further enhances savings in energy as well as programming
time. Combining all the proposed techniques gives 25% of reduction in energy and 10%
reduction in latency of the entire system.
The rest of this work is organized as follows- Chapter 4 provides brief background
on MLC PCM cell modeling. Chapter 5 describes programming techniques for MLC
PCM cell and the effect of process variation on programming current and energy.
Chapter 6 proposes Mercury, a fast and energy efficient multi-level cell based phase
change memory system. Chapter 7 describes experimental methodology including
machine configuration, simulation framework and workloads. Chapter 8 presents the
evaluation results.
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CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE REVIEW
With lower write latencies and more write granularity, PCM is seen as good option
for flash memories. To obtain storage density similar to multilevel NAND flash
memories, efforts are being made to improve the write circuitry as well as multilevel
write algorithms for an MLC PCM cell. Literature survey cites the work done at device
level as well as architecture level and examines trade-offs of using the PCM at a
particular level of memory hierarchy.
[1] Presents an in depth survey of current technology of PCM and compares PCM
with other emerging as well as established memories. Many PCM write techniques are
proposed to obtain tight distribution of resistances for an MLC PCM cell and to store
more bits in a single cell by reducing margin between two resistance levels. [8]
Proposes the use of staircase down programming pulses of short duration for the same.
It also shows effectiveness of iterative writes to program a PCM cell with better
accuracy. [9] Proposes an algorithm to program MLC PCM cell to get tight distribution of
resistances and evaluates the performance of the same for 256MB-90 um technology
chip. Impact of process variation in SLC PCM is examined in [12] and hardware as well
as OS level techniques are shown to reduce PRAM programming power by 50%,
increase endurance by 13050X over conventional designs.
Slower write performance of PCM compared to DRAM is always a set-back for
PCM memory. Memory system designs are being explored to improve write latencies,
tolerate the effects of drift and improve endurance. Write cancellation and write pausing
techniques introduced in [13] show an improvement in the performance of reads
requests in the iteratively programmed MLC PCM system when the reads are blocked
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by very long latency iterative writes. Considering the slow write characteristics of PCM,
a main memory system which uses combination of PCM and DRAM is shown in [7].
PRAM buffer organization is examined in [14] and partial writes are proposed to tolerate
long latency, energy of writes. [15] Proposes a combined SLC-MLC system which
leverages the capacity benefits of MLC at the cost of performance whenever workload
requires high memory capacity. The memory system switches back to SLC to avoid
increased energy and latency when workload requirements can be satisfied with SLC.
Our work is distinct from the above mentioned techniques as it makes intelligent use of
different programming algorithms for MLC PCM based on initial state and state to be
programmed. Also, we show the effect of process variation on programming
characteristics of MLC PCM.
A mathematical model of PCM is necessary for fast, accurate evaluation of the
effect of variation in physical dimensions as well as the effect of programming on a cell.
[16; 17; 18; 19] Propose the SPICE based mathematical models which focus on
modeling the electrical characteristics of a cell. Partial differentiation based heat
conduction models [20; 21] simulate the process of heat transfer, crystallization and
nucleation. These models are complicated and require more time for execution. Some
models focus on a specific phenomenon of PCM such as [22] models reset operation in
the cell. We have built a model of PCM cell based on work done in [23] which combines
electrical, thermal and physical characteristics of PCM in a set of compact differential
equations. The model is extended to incorporate the effects of physical dimensions of
cell and process variation.
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CHAPTER 4
MULTILEVEL CELL MODELLING AND PROCESS VARIATION MODELLING OF PCM
Need for an MLC PCM model
To quantify the performance and power of phase change memories at
architectural and system levels, an accurate and compact model of phase change
memory cell is essential. Many mathematical models are proposed to simulate the
behavior of PCM cell storing one bit in amorphous or crystalline form. PCM being strong
competitor of flash memories, research is moving towards increasing the storage
capacity of single PCM cell by storing multiple bits. An N-level memory cell offer log2 (n)
time’s storage density of traditional single level cell. PCM technology uses different
resistance values from incomplete crystallization or amorphization of GST to represent
multiple logic levels. Mathematical model of a multi-level cell has to incorporate the
effects of physical dimensions of the device; thermal, electrical behavior and process of
nucleation/crystallization in order to predict the output resistance level accurately but in
reasonable time.
We have built a model of PCM cell based on work done in [23] which combines
electrical, thermal and physical characteristics of PCM. It uses the process of
crystallization of phase change material based on ‘Nucleation-growth model’. It
calculates the crystallization rate of the amorphous material as a function of
temperature. The ratio of amorphous volume obtained using crystallization rate is then
used to predict the cell resistance. We extend this model to include the effect of
variation of physical parameters of the device. The method used in this work is similar to
system based approach developed in [24] which models the interplay between
electrical, thermal and phase change processes in the PCM cell.
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The Multilevel Phase Change Memory Cell Model
The PCM model consists of three components: electrical, thermal and phase
change which are represented by electrical equivalent circuits.
Figure 4-2 shows the flow of modeling the PCM cell. The model captures nonlinear I-V behavior of PCM cell in set to reset as well as reset to set programming.PCM
cell can be programmed by using either voltage or current pulse method. The memory
cell is selected by applying input pulse to word-line whereas voltage applied at the bitline decides among the read/write operation to be performed. The amorphous fraction of
the cell, the current through phase change material and time duration of the current
pulse are the three input parameters to the model.

Figure 4-1. Physical View of PCM Cell

Figure 4-2. Flow of modeling PCM cell
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Figure 4-1 shows the physical view of the PCM cell. Presence of high resistivity
amorphous GST and low resistivity crystalline GST causes the cell to be in intermediate
resistance state.
The amorphous fraction (Ca) is defined as ratio of amorphous volume of phase
change material in the cell to maximum amorphous volume that can be reached in the
complete reset state of the material. For a phase change material with thickness t gst ;
the maximum amorphous volume that can be reached in complete reset state is
Va max = (2 / 3)πt gst

3

The electrical component of the model calculates the power generated due to
electrical input signal. The change in the temperature profile of the phase change
material due to the input electrical power and thermal properties of GST material is
captured by thermal component. Phase change component predicts the rate of
crystallization based on temperature at amorphous-crystalline interface and hence
calculates the volume of amorphous GST material. Iterating through the system model
for given duration of the input pulse, final amorphous fraction of the cell is estimated
which is used further to calculate the cell resistance.
Electrical component: The current-voltage characteristic of the memory cell is
obtained using electrical component. The resistance of phase change material (Rgst)
depends upon amorphous ratio. Electrical characteristics of PCM cells are governed by
two physical processes namely threshold switching and Poole-Frankel conduction. The
process of threshold switching is responsible for sudden change in conductivity of
material as current or voltage value exceeds the threshold value. Poole-Frankel
conduction phenomenon describes the conduction of electric current in material with low
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electrical conductivity under the influence of applied electric field. The current after
threshold switching becomes independent of the amorphous fraction. The total current
through phase change memory cell is function of current during sub-threshold
conduction and current after threshold switching denoted by 𝐼𝑜𝑓𝑓 and 𝐼𝑜𝑛 respectively as
seen from equation below.
I gst = (1 − F ) I off + I on

Change in the current due to threshold switching is assumed to happen with time
constant 𝜏𝑓 .

( F − θ ( I gst − I th ))
dF
=−
τf
dt

𝐼𝑜𝑓𝑓 and 𝐼𝑜𝑛 are calculated using the following equations and parameters

described in the Table 4-1.
I off =

V0 sinh(V gst/ V0 )
R0

I on =

V0 on sinh(V gst/ V0 on )
R0 on

Though phase change of chalcogenide material is triggered by self-heating; an
additional TiN heating element is added as extension of bottom electrode to improve the
heating efficiency of the cell. Resistance of the bottom electrode is calculated as
Rbottom = ρ bottom _ elec _ htr (lbot _ htr / Abot _ htr )

Electrical power between bottom electrode and phase change material causes
change in the temperature profile of GST material
Pt = (Vgst + Vbottom ) I gst
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Table 4-1. Parameters of Electrical Model
Parameter/
Function

Description

Value/formula

Unit

τf

Switching time constant

0.15

ns

F

Selection parameter

0 or 1 depending upon time t

--

ra

Radius of amorphous region

Variable

m

Ca

Amorphous fraction

Ca = Va / Va max
Va = (2 / 3)πra

-m3

3

Va max = (2 / 3)πt gst

m3

3

R0

Low field resistance

R0 = R0 c

R0 c

Resistance of completely crystalline
state considering circuit resistance
R0 c << External Circuit Resistance

3400

Ω

R0 a

1

GΩ

V0

Resistance of maximum amorphous
state neglecting circuit resistance
R0 a >>External Circuit Resistance
Non linearity factor

V0 c

Parameters from experimental data

0.25

V

V0 a

Parameters from experimental data

0.13

V

It

Threshold current

2

µA

ρbottom _ elec _ htr

Electrical Resistivity of bottom
electrode (TiN heater)
Electrical Resistivity of top
electrode(Wolfram)
Unit step function

1000 [20]

µΩ-cm

5.39 [20]

µΩ-cm

θ = 1 ……if ( I gst > = I th )

--

ρ top _ elec
θ ( I gst − I th )

(1−Ca )

R0 a

Ω

Ca

−1

V0 = (1 − Ca )V0 c + CaV0 a

−1

--

Thermal component: It is used to calculate the temperature profile in the phase
change layer. Electrical power gets converted into thermal energy leading to rise in the
temperature of GST material. Current density, electric field magnitude and electrical
power density have maximum value at the small area bottom electrode. Thus,
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temperature at the bottom of phase change layer is highest whereas it reduces towards
the top electrode. Maximum heat dissipation occurs through top electrode compared to
small area bottom electrode. When the temperature goes above the melting point of
GST, amorphous volume starts forming in the GST material. Exact configuration of the
amorphous volume is unknown but it can have series/random/parallel physical
distribution. Thermal resistance of the phase change layer depends upon amorphous
ratio because of different thermal conductivities of amorphous and crystalline layer.
Thermal resistance is calculated using following relation.
Rtgst = (1 − Ca ) Rtc 0 + Ca Rta 0

Thermal resistances Rtt and Rtb characterize heat dissipating upward and
downward from phase change layer. They also take into consideration the thermal
boundary resistances. Using the thermal equivalent circuit, ambient temperature and
electrical power input; temperature at amorphous and crystalline interface of phase
change material is obtained using the following set of equations.
Rt indicates the total thermal resistance of the circuit.
Rt =

( 1

1
( Rtgst + Rtt )

+ 1

Rtb

)

Temperatures at bottom electrode, top electrode and amorphous-crystalline GST
interface are calculated using following three equations

Tb = Pt Rt + T0
Tt = Ptt ( Rtb /( Rtgst + Rtt + Rtb )) Rtt + T0
Ta = (Tt Ca Rta 0 + Tb (1 − Ca ) Rtc 0 ) / Rtgst
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Table 4-2. Parameters of Thermal Model
Variable

Value
0.5

Units
W/(K m)

0.2

W/(K m)

σ tin

Description
Thermal conductivity of crystalline
state
Thermal conductivity of amorphous
state
Thermal conductivity of TiN

0.44

W/(K m)

T0

Ambient temperature

300

K

Rtc 0

Thermal resistance of completely
crystalline state

Rtc 0 =

Rta 0

Thermal resistance of completely
amorphous state

Rta 0 =

σc

σa

Rtt
Rtb

Thermal boundary resistance – top
layer
Thermal boundary resistance –
bottom layer

7*10

6

t gst
t gst

2

(Wb σ c )
2

(Wb σ a )

K/W
K/W
K/W

2

t heater /(πWb σ tin / 4)

K/W

Phase-change component: The temperature at the boundary of crystalline and
amorphous volume interface in the GST material decides the rate of crystallization or
amorphization in the material. The phase change model is described by the rate
equations of amorphous volume. The rate of change of amorphous volume becomes
positive or negative depending upon crystallization or amorphization process. During
the process of phase change of any material, small crystalline sites called nuclei are
formed. The crystal growth takes place around these nuclei depending upon their size
𝑑𝑉

and surface energy interactions. The rate of volume change at crystallization � 𝑑𝑡𝑎� is

sum of nucleation and growth rates

These processes are mathematically expressed by following equations.


V
 dVa 

 = − PnVn a + S aVg 
Vm
 dt  c
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𝑐

𝑃𝑛 is the probability of nucleation whereas crystal Vg is growth velocity and the

other parameters are explained in the table.

 − Aβ 2
 ∆G pm
β
(
−
E
)
Pn = α 
 e a1  e





(

)(

V g = αa 0 f e ( − E a 2 β ) 1 − e







− ∆G pm β

)
𝑑𝑉𝑎

The rate of volume change at amorphization �

𝑑𝑡

� depends on power dissipation
𝑐

in the phase change layer and latent heat of the material.

 dVa   Ta − Tm 

 =
θ (Va max − Va )
 dt  a  Rt ∆h1 
If the temperature of amorphous-crystalline interface increases beyond the melting
point of the GST material, amorphization causes the amorphous volume to increase. If
the temperature is suitable for crystallization and below melting point, the rate of
crystallization causes reduction in amorphous volume of GST.
 dVa   dVa 
 dV 

=
 θ (Tm − Ta ) +  a  θ (Ta − Tm )
 dt   dt  c
 dt  a

where
θ (Tm − Ta ) = 0  Tm ≤ Ta
θ (Tm − Ta ) = 1 Tm > Ta

Amorphous volume can be obtained by solving the differential equations for the amount
of time for which current pulse is applied.
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Table 4-3. Parameters of Phase Change Model
Parameter

Description

Value/Formula

Unit

T

Ta from thermal model

K

Tm

Temperature under
consideration: Temperature at
amorphous and crystalline
interface of GST
Melting point of GST

889

K

Tg

Glass transition temperature

673

K

TN

Nucleation temperature

678

K

Ea1

Activation Energy

2.19

eV

Ea2

Activation Energy

2.23

Vm

Volume of monomer of GST

2.9 ×10

rc

Critical radius of crystallization

2 × 10 −9

m

ρ m _ gst

Mass density of GST molecule

6200

kg/ m3

Mol_weight

Molecular weight of GST

1026.74 ×10 −3

Na

Avogadro’s Number

6.0221415×10 23

kg/
mole
--

∆h1
∆h2
Α
kb
Q
Ac
Vn

Latent heat parameter

418.9

J/cm3

Latent heat parameter

218.5

J/cm3

Frequency factor

4×10 25

s-1

Botzman constant

8.617 ×10 −5

eV/K

Charge on electron

1.6 ×10 −19

C

Va

Volume of amorphous region

Sa

Surface area of amorphous
cap assuming continuous blob
region is formed
Temperature dependent factor

Β
∆G pm

Area of nucleus

4πrc

Volume of nucleus

4 3
πrc
3
4 3
πra
3

Gibbs free energy per
molecule

m2
m3
m3
m2

2

1
k bT
∆G



T
= ∆H 1 −
2 T
pm
g

pm

= ∆H
1

Temperature dependent factor

f =e
34

m3

2

2πra

∆G

f

eV
−28

 ∆H Tm − Tg
1 −
1
 ∆H
T
m
2


Tm − T
forT < Tg
Tm

−0.8
 T 
 1− 
 Tm 


 forT ≤ T
g



Change in amorphous volume in turn affects electrical and thermal resistances of the
GST material. By iterating repetitively through various components of this model,
resistance distribution for given set of input parameters is obtained.
Process Variation Modeling
Process variation is caused by inability to precisely control the fabrication process
at small feature technologies. Variation is inter-processes (lot to lot, wafer to wafer) as
well as intra-process (die to die).
We use the process variation model called ‘VARIUS’ [24] to quantify the effect of
process variation in PCM cells.
This model uses multivariate analysis to model parameter variation. Parameter
variations are broken into two components, namely die to die variations denoted by
Δ𝑃𝐷2𝐷 and within die variations denoted by Δ𝑃𝑊𝐼𝐷 . Within die variations are further

divided into random and systematic components. Systematic effects are observed due
to limited resolution of lithographic lens; whereas doping density fluctuation, fluctuation
of oxide thickness contributes to random effects.

∆P = ∆PD 2 D + ∆PWID
∆P = ∆PD 2 D + ∆Prand + ∆Psys

Die to die variation (Δ𝑃𝐷2𝐷 ) is random in nature and is modeled by adding a

random number offset to all units within a die.

The two components of within die process variation ( ∆Prand and ∆Psys ) are
modeled with normal distributions. Systematic variation ( ∆Psys ) exhibits a spatial
structure with a certain scale of parameter changes over the two-dimensional space
whereas random variations ( ∆Prand ) have a different profile for each structure and are in
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effect noise superimposed on the systematic variation. In case of systematic variation,
adjacent areas on chip have roughly the same systematic components.
In this approach of process variation modeling, chip is divided into N rectangular
cells. Value of parameter under consideration is assumed to be constant within one cell.
For all the cells in the chip, parameter has normal distribution with mean µ, standard
deviation σ and spatial correlation [26]. Distribution of the parameter is treated as
isotropic. Correlation between the two points depends only upon distance between the
two points and is independent of direction
The spatial correlation between two points x and y on the chip is expressed by the
following function

ρ (r ) = 1 − (3r / 2φ ) + (r / φ )3 / 2 If (r ≤ φ) for r = |x-y|

ρ (r ) = 0

If (r > φ)

Where ρ (∞ ) = 0 Indicates totally uncorrelated points and

ρ (0) = 1 Indicates totally correlated points

Figure 4-3. Representation of spherical correlation function
At a finite distance φ i.e. range, the function converges to zero. This implies
parameter is correlated in its immediate vicinity. The correlation decreases linearly with
distance at small distances and later it reduces more slowly. At distance φ, there is no
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longer any correlation. φ is used as a fraction of the chip’s width. A large φ implies that
large sections of the chip are correlated with each other.
The variation graphs are generated using geoR statistical package. Random and
systematic correlations were combined by using the following equations

µtotal = µ rand + µ sys

σ total 2 = σ rand 2 + σ sys 2
Where µ rand , µ sys and σ rand , σ sys are mean values for random and systematic
variations respectively. ( σ rand = σ sys = σ / 2 ) and σVth / Vth _ normal = 10% for transistor
threshold voltage based on variability projections from [25].For other PCM cell
parameters such as bottom electrode contact diameter, thickness of GST and
thickness of heater; the σ / µ value is assumed to be 12%.We model 2GB PRAM with 8
banks. Considering each cell stores data in 4 distinct resistance levels i.e. 2 bits/cell; we
model variation for cell matrix of 128 X 128.
The next chapter focuses on the use of the models to study interaction of different
programming techniques on parameters of phase change memory and process
variation.
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CHAPTER 5
PROGRAMMING PHASE CHANGE MEMORY CELLS
Programming Techniques
Since the highest and the lowest resistance values in a PCM cell differ by 3 orders
of magnitude [1], the cell can store information in the form of ‘n’ different resistance
levels which represents log2n bits. As the number of resistance levels stored in a cell
increases, the resistance spread around the mean value that each level can tolerate
without mixing to the adjacent resistance states decreases. Moreover, read and write
latencies vary based on resistance value to be read/ written. The MLC programming
techniques play a critical role in achieving the desired distribution of resistances despite
of process, design and environmental variations across cells. To program a cell to any
of the intermediate states, the active portion of GST must be partially crystallized or
partially amorphized. The amorphous fraction of the GST material has to be precisely
controlled in order to obtain a required resistance value within the predefined margin
(e.g. +/- 30-50% of the nominal value) [9].
w2
tgst

tgst

h2
h1

w1

Crystalline
Filament

Amorphous GST
Crystalline GST

Amorphous GST
Crystalline GST

Figure 5-1. Approach 1: Increasing
amorphous region (h1
corresponds to resistance R1, h2
corresponds to resistance R2 ,
h2>h1 => R2>R1)
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Figure 5-2. Approach 2: Increasing
crystalline filaments (w1
corresponds to resistance R1,
w2 corresponds to resistance R2
, w2>w1 => R2<R1)

There are two approaches to program a MLC PCM cell, i.e. SET to RESET (S2R)
and RESET to SET (R2S) programming. In the first approach, the initial phase of the
GST material is made completely crystalline. Amorphous region is built by applying
reset pulses of different amplitudes. A reset pulse causes temperature of the GST
material to exceed above melting temperature leaving no time for crystallization due to
rapid quench. This technique causes amorphous and crystalline GST to be in series
with each other as shown in Figure 5-1. The size of the amorphous cap is controlled to
place the cell in different resistance states. As shown in Figure 5-1, amorphous cap with
height h2 has more volume than that with height h1. Higher volume of high resistivity
amorphous material causes the cell with amorphous cap of height h2 to have higher
resistance. In second approach, the cell to be programmed is assumed to be in a
completely reset state (i.e. having maximum volume of amorphous GST material). By
applying set current pulses, crystalline filament is built in the amorphous cap as shown
in Figure 5-2. Crystallization process is used to modulate the crystalline volume around
the filament. This leads to parallel configuration of amorphous and crystalline GST thus
placing the cell in intermediate resistance states.
Although resistance change can be made by applying a single set or reset pulse
as the way to program SLC, such method results in poorly separated resistance values
due to variation in physical dimension of cells in MLC memory array [9; 27]. To achieve
better control on the intermediate resistance values, staircase programming or sweep
programming is used in which initial pulse of high amplitude causes GST to melt. Long
sweep time and discrete step or continuous decrease in amplitude of this pulse triggers
crystallization in the material to reach an intermediate resistance state. To enhance the
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accuracy further, an iterative programming approach is often used [8; 9]. With this
approach each attempt to write to PCM cell is followed by read operation to obtain the
feedback on the success of earlier programming pulse which helps in planning the next
pulse accurately.
In light of multiple pulse based programming, an initial set pulse is used in S2R to
program the cell in completely set state (i.e. the lowest resistance level). This is followed
by one or more single reset pulse of varying amplitude to program the cell in desired
resistance level. Note that this method is consistent with programming mechanism
described in Figure 5-1.With R2S, the cell is first placed into the highest resistance state
by initial reset pulse. Train of short pulses is applied in order to partially crystallize the
GST to achieve intermediate resistance levels. R2S method follows the programming
mechanism described in Figure 5-2. A read operation is performed to check if desired
resistance level is reached in both R2S and S2R methods.
In R2S method, output resistance can be controlled by controlling the number of
pulses which contribute to total programming time, delta decrease (Δx in Figure 5-4) in
amplitude of each successive pulse and highest value of input impulse (Istart in Figure
5-4). In R2S method, programming accuracy is inversely proportional to programming
time. Whereas, in S2R method, delta increase in the amplitude of the applied reset
pulse controls output resistance.
Reset Pulses

Reset pulse

Resistance level 2

Reset
pulse

Resistance level 1

Δx

Set Pulse

Time(ns)

Istart

Read

Time(ns)

Read

Figure 5-3. SET to RESET programming

Read

Read

Figure 5-4. RESET to SET programming
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Effects of Process Variation
Process variation affects the physical dimensions of the PCM device including
bottom contact electrode diameter (BECD), thickness of the heating element (theater),
thickness of the GST material (tgst) and the gate length of the transistor (lgate_length).
Changes in the physical dimensions are reflected by change in the minimum reset
current required to take the device in completely reset state. Detailed characterization of
the effect of process variation on PCM programming current is done in [12].
Bottom Electrode Contact Diameter (Mean = 90nm, SD=12%)
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Figure 5-5. Distribution of amorphous
Figure 5-6. Distribution of amorphous
fraction and resistance with
fraction and resistance with
programming current in RESET to
programming current in RESET to
SET programming. Parameter
SET programming. Parameter
variation is introduced in bottom
variation is introduced in thickness
electrode contact diameter.
of heater
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The variation in reset current of the device changes the overall statistics for the
programming of the MLC PCM cell. When a RESET to SET method is used for
programming a cell, the number of pulses required for programming varies due to
process variation. If slope of the programming pulse is estimated by standard cell
dimensions without considering process variation, the required amorphous ratio may not
be achieved. Consequently, to obtain the desired resistance level, multiple
programming efforts are required. Process variation varies the number of programming
attempts required to program a cell in desired resistance state.
As shown in Figure 5-6, the increase of heater thickness leads to less number of
pulses required for a cell to program to the same resistance level than that of a cell with
smaller heater thickness. Also, the average number of pulses required to achieve the
resistance between 10k to100k is much higher than that of 100k to 1M. In this work we
try to leverage the effect of process variation to reduce MLC programming latency and
power by effectively employing different available MLC programming methods.
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CHAPTER 6
ADAPTIVE PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES
This work, proposes Mercury, a fast and energy-efficient multi-level cell based
phase change memory system. The Mercury consists of several key components such
as state-aware adaptive programming, PV-aware programming and turbo programming.
State-aware Adaptive Programming
The required energy-timing-accuracy budget to reach a given resistance level
varies with different programming techniques. With our adaptive programming
technique, every MLC state can be programmed either using R2S or S2R scheme. R2S
programming (Figure 6-1) takes the cell to intermediate states by application of multiple
short duration pulses each causing the cell to step through series of temperatures,
amorphous GST volumes and resistances. Application of short duration pulses is
continued till the desired resistance range is reached. Using the MLC PCM cell model
and the physical dimensions of the cell, we analyze the number of pulses required for a
cell to reach a given resistance level using R2S programming method. We observed
that to reach the completely set state (e.g. state ‘11’ in 2 bit MLC) or a state closer to
completely set state (e.g. state ‘10’) for the assumed cell dimension; approximately 20
to 25 pulses of 15ns (e.g. 300-375 ns) are required. In contrast, the state ‘01’ can be
reached using 13-15 pulses (e.g. 225 ns) and the purely RESET state (state ‘00’) can
be reached in 4-5 pulses (e.g.75 ns).
In the case of S2R programming, the cell resistance is gradually increased using
reset pulses, therefore it is possible to reach intermediate states having low resistance
with a single set pulse and a reset pulse of appropriate amplitude to form amorphous
cap of high resistance. This method reduces the timing to 250-320ns. Moreover, if the
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cell does not reach the desired resistance in first programming attempt, an incremental
reset pulse can be applied to increase the amorphous region and hence the resistance
further. Reduction in number and magnitude of pulses also leads to reduction in
programming energy.
State 10

State 01

State 00

State 00

State 11
I

Reset pulse

15 ns

State 01
State 11

State 10

SET Pulse

Δx

150ns

Figure 6-1. Programming to different states using R2S

50ns

Time (ns)

Figure 6-2. Programming to
different states
using S2R

Nevertheless, S2R programming is less popular as it exhibits more disadvantages
in array programming compared to R2S. The minimum amount of current required to
take the cell in its highest resistance state depends upon the efficiency of heating
chalcogenide material by applied current pulse. Being single pulse programming
method, S2R is more susceptible to physical parameter induced programming current
variation. As a result, S2R also needs accurate control of peak temperature / front end
of the pulse which can be affected by drop in dynamic resistance as the cell heats up
from room temperature [8]. In R2S programming, the tail end slope of the current pulse
is controlled easily to spend more time at the temperature where crystallization occurs
rapidly, resulting in better distribution of resistances compared to S2R. [27] Shows the
resistance distribution obtained for a prototyped PCM chip by applying a single reset
pulse of 65ns in MLC write. Although it is possible to obtain distinct resistance
distributions using S2R, intermediate states have somewhat broader distribution
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compared to R2S programming. Another disadvantage of S2R is that, during
programming of lower resistance states, amorphous volume present in the cell is lower
compared to R2S programming and it forms a series configuration of amorphous and
crystalline material as explained earlier. There is a possibility of formation of crystalline
path through this volume over time due to spontaneous crystallization process of GST
material which leads to lowering resistance of cell. Lower amorphous plug volume
created during S2R programming has higher risk of formation of crystalline path leading
to erroneous data. Fortunately spontaneous crystalline path formation is a long term
process [28] and has minimum probability to cause such erroneous alteration of cell
resistance for average lifetime of data in main memory, making S2R still safe to use.
Resistance
(ohm)

Ca

107

State 00

106

State 01

105

State 10

104
103
0.1

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4

State 11
0.2

0.2

0.3

0.4

0

Reset Current (mA)

Figure 6-3. States 11 and 10 are programmed using SET to RESET(S2R) programming
whereas states 01 and 00 are programmed using RESET to SET(R2S)
programming
We propose selective use of R2S and S2R programming algorithms based on the
target resistance level. Thus to program the states associated with high resistance level,
we choose R2S programming. On the contrary, to program the state close to lower
resistance level, we opt to take the S2R programming approach. Figure 6-3 shows the
change in amorphous fraction (Ca) of a MLC PCM and corresponding cell resistance
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value with increasing reset current. State mapping and mean resistance level with
preferred programming mechanism for each state are highlighted.
After a PCM cell is programmed, its resistance value increases with time due to
structural changes in GST material. This phenomenon is known as resistance drift and it
can worsen the readout errors. It has been observed [29] that drift is becomes more
significant as we go to higher resistance states (e.g. “10”, “01”, “00”), in which
increasing volume of the phase change material is programmed to the amorphous
states in the MLCs, whereas the low resistance state (e.g. “11”) shows a nearly
negligible dependence of resistance on time. As the less accurate S2R technique is
used for programming drift free or drift-insensitive states, addition of errors is mitigated.
PV-aware MLC PCM Programming
Process variation leads to different current pulse magnitude/timing required to
reach the desired resistance level. When an array of cells is programmed using S2R
programming, the reset pulse magnitude which represents worst case is conservatively
applied to program all cells. As stated in earlier section, this causes large spread of
resistances for intermediate resistance levels (e.g. the level used to represent state 01)
thus making S2R programming less accurate. R2S algorithm is better resilient to
resistance spread due to process variation as the large pulse train allows catering
current requirements of different cells. Even with R2S, it is difficult to achieve the target
resistance level with single iteration. Previous studies [13] indicate that 3 to 8 iterations
(as shown in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4) are required to program the cell within target
resistance range. Statistical analysis of programming parameters performed over 16K
sample cells with different physical dimensions shows the distribution of number of
programming pulses (Figure 6-4)
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Figure 6-4. Histogram of number of pulses required to program states 11 to 00
Also, Figure 6-5 illustrates the flow of obtaining PV data using the mathematical
and PV model. Statistical PV model is used on fundamental physical dimensions of a
cell to get variation data of BECD, Heater and GST thickness for a sample of 16k cells.
Mathematical model for MLC PCM is then used on each generated individual cell to get
the information of programming parameters. Analysis showed that, out of 16k cells,
approximately 60% required 14 pulses, 20 % required 13 pulses; 15%, 5% required 11
and 10 pulses respectively to reach state “10”.
To mitigate the adverse effect of variations and to achieve energy as well as timing
benefits, we propose to characterize the chip areas depending upon variation. We
propose to estimate the required pulse width, magnitude of reset current as well as
number of pulses required for programming using this characterization. Post fabrication
tuning information can be used for this type of characterization and the information can
be used to guide the run-time adaptation of programming current. Our modeling result
shows that, maximum 32 pulses are required to sweep the entire resistance range
between set to reset with adequate accuracy. Therefore, we use 5 bit selector to select
the number of pulses to be used to program a cell.
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Basic Parameters of PCM Cell
1.Heater Thickness(theater)
2.Heater Diameter/Bottom Electrode
Contact Area(Wb)
3.Thickness of GST material(tgst)
4.Transistor gate length

Variation Model

Cell Dimensions affected by PV
1.Heater Thickness(theater)
2.Heater Diameter/Bottom Electrode
Contact Area(Wb)
3.Thickness of GST material(tgst)
4.Transistor gate length
(Distribution for PCM chip)

Reset pulse

R2S

Reset Pulse

Set Pulse

MLC PCM Model
Reset pulse
Istart

Time(ns)

S2R
Reset Pulse

Δx

For each stateMinimum SET/RESET current
Minimum Number : Programming
Pulses

Set Pulse

Figure 6-5. Programming with variation
Flash memory can be used to store the memory characterization information in
form of deviation in number of pulses and change in magnitude of reset current. Given a
write address, write driver block performs lookup in the post fabrication tuning area to
determine the deviation in magnitude of reset current and number of pulses required to
program the cell array in PV affected area. The bit pattern stored in cell is used to
determine signals to write driver controller to program array of cells. Variation in
physical parameters is spatially correlated. Therefore storing the information about
every single cell in the memory does not provide any benefit; moreover it causes area
and time overhead to lookup the PV data. Cells in the same block are likely to have
similar physical parameters, thus information can be stored at granularity of block rather
than a single cell. Increasing the granularity at which PV information is stored does not
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give us significant improvement with respect to area and time overhead. We choose to
store the information at level of a single memory array page of 4kB. Considering 2GB of
PCM capacity, the flash memory required to store the PV data is approximately 2MB
which is less than 2% of the total memory capacity.
Turbo Programming
In order to reduce the write overhead further, we propose modifying the
initialization sequence of programming as well as examining the redundancy in writes.
Regardless of the initial state of a cell, S2R programming uses a set pulse to program
the cell to the lowest resistance state and later, it increases the resistance by using
successive reset pulses. If the cell is already in the lowest resistance state, the set step
for initializing the cell can be eliminated. By eliminating the set process which requires
about 250ns pulse, write time as well as energy can be saved. Moreover, if the n-bit
word to be written to a memory cell is unchanged then write operation can be skipped
altogether. By integrating the Data Comparison Write method (DCW) [30]; we can read
the memory line to be modified and perform a write only if new data is different. As PCM
reads are faster (50ns) and they are not destructive, overhead caused by an additional
read in DCW will be negligible during a write operation.
The Mercury Architecture
In this section, we describe the architecture support for Mercury and the
associated overhead. At the circuit level, we adopt MLC PCM programming circuit given
in [31] and propose modification in write driver to support adaptive programming. The
modified write driver circuit block for adaptive programming is shown in Figure 6-7. The
original circuit can support both staircase/set sweep (R2S) as well as single pulse (S2R)
programming. It uses current mirrors to implement binary weighted current steering
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digital to analog converters (DAC). Amplitude of set/reset pulses required is controlled
by specifying 6/12 bit input to the DAC. The driver controller allows selecting the
approach to be used for write operation. We add components to the driver controller
which allow us to select timing of the programming input, amplitude of the input as well
as programming mechanism for a cell on the fly. In order to adjust timing of
programming pulse, we add a 5 bit input to the write controller, each bit increment adds
a pulse of 15ns to staircase waveform for R2S programming. We add a control signal to
write driver to choose either of the programming mechanism. Control signal is driven by
most significant bit (MSB) of the 2-bit data symbol to be written to the cell. Thus, for
states 00 and 01; MSB 0 selects R2S programming whereas for the state 10 and 11;
MSB 1 selects S2R programming. In the original write driver circuit, pumped voltage is
used to control the reference input current [30] (and hence output programming current)
using a set of charge pumps. We propose to control the granularity of the maximum
value of programming current supplied by the circuit by dividing the charge pump block
into total 8 stages. Activation of each charge pump stage is controlled by a bit in an 8 bit
register and whose value is populated using post fabricated tuning information. We feed
the post fabrication information bits to write driver controller to fine tune duration of
sweep (R2S) for trapezoidal pulse/staircase waveform or amplitude of RESET for single
pulse programming. Iterative programming (Figure 5-4) (multi-level write and verify
algorithm) is implemented with modify signal associated with each cell. The modify
signal indicates whether the cell has reached the desired resistance level. If the cell is
not reached the desired resistance level then the circuit parameters are updated and
cell is reprogrammed.
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In addition to modification of write driver circuit, we need slight modification at
PCM controller level to support the adaptive data comparison write (DCW) technique.
For the memory controller, we add a new command to perform bit by bit comparison
between the previously stored data (data read out from memory and stored in read
latches) and new data to be written into cells (stored in write FIFO). Thus, each memory
transaction will require two additional commands including command to read the stored
data and to compare it with current data. We add a simple XOR gate based circuit to
perform this comparison. The output of this operation is used to enable/disable the write
operation for ‘n’ bits where ‘n’ represents the number of bits stored in the single PCM
cell.
When DCW is enabled, the extra read operation increases the latency of each
write operation by 50ns. Note that the advantage of our adaptive programming
technique depends upon the presence of states 11 and 10 in the data written to
memory. When DCW scheme is not used, statistically, the probability of writing data in
each state is 25%.When we use DCW, the distribution of states changes dramatically.
We performed analysis of data patterns written to main memory using several
benchmarks from NAS parallel suite and SPEC 2000 suite. We found that before using
DCW, more than 60% of the memory cells were written with data pattern ‘00’ whereas
the remaining states were distributed evenly. After applying DCW, repetitive writes of
data pattern 00 were avoided; thus increasing the percentage of states for which
adaptive programming can be used efficiently. Thus, overhead added by read operation
is negligible compared to benefits.
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The support for turbo programming is added to circuit by addition of gates to
control the initialization sequence for a PCM cell. When a cell is programmed with S2R
technique, previous data pattern is wiped out by performing set operation on the cell. An
XOR gate whose one input is always 0, is added to check if the cell is already in
completely SET state. If the bit pattern indicates that the cell is in completely SET state
(i.e. the lowest resistance state) and the new pattern to be programmed has resistance
value which will be programmed using S2R method, the initialization sequence to bring
the cell in SET state is skipped. The above two checks can be performed in parallel.
The circuit output enables/disables the initialization pulse at write driver. For 128bit
writes, the area overhead of total 128 XOR gates is required. In addition to read time of
50ns for DCW, we assume additional circuit delay of 5ns to perform the initialization
pulse check.
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Partial use of S2R technique in adaptive programming increases the readout error
rate of the memory system compared to memories programmed using complete R2S
technique, which necessities the incorporation of Error Correction Coding (ECC) in our
system design.
Table 6-1. Area and latency overhead of BCH code
DEC BCH Code
Data bits

Latency
(ns)

Area
(micro-sqm)

16
32
64
512

1.4
1.8
2.2
4.83

4288
11734
37279
563797

However, there are two major disadvantages on using ECC. A strong ECC
requires higher coding redundancy which will reduce the storage capacity of memory.
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Figure 6-8. Adaptive writes: Mercury architecture
Also the ECC decoder will incur additional silicon area overhead and increase in
read latency. When the error rates are low (< 0.001, single or double bit errors), ECC
mechanisms such as Single Error Correcting (SEC) Hamming code, Single Error
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Correcting Double Error Detecting (SEC-DED) extended –Hamming or SEC-DED Hsio
codes can be used. With multi-bit errors; conventional SEC or SEC-DED fails to satisfy
the reliability requirements. Cycling codes such as BCH codes and RS codes are used
traditionally for multi-bit error correction. As the probability of multi-bit errors in adaptive
scheme is higher, we propose to use strong error correcting BCH codes for Mercury
architecture to reach the required reliability levels. BCH codes are used at granularity of
single cache line size. For a message length of k bits, a n-bit BCH codeword comprising
of both data and ECC check-bits can be constructed to correct up to t bit errors. The
length of the codeword should satisfy 2( m −1) − 1 < n <= 2m − 1 and m * t <= n − k where m is
minimum number of redundant ECC bits required for every error correction. For 1 bit
error correction over 512 bits, additional 10 redundant ECC bits are required [32]. This
implies the overhead for correcting up to 8 bit errors per 64 bytes is 10 bytes. Table 6-1
shows the trend in silicon area and latency overhead for dual error correcting codes
In S2R programming scheme, more errors are introduced in intermediate states
due to large distribution of resistances; whereas in the R2S programming error rate is
negligible. With adaptive technique, the errors will be introduced in half of the
intermediate states compared to errors introduced in all intermediate states for S2R.
Though this does not improve the overall system performance of adaptive scheme with
respect to S2R, the overhead of storage of ECC bits and hardware complexity of
decoder is significantly reduced. This will reduce the number of memory pages required
to store redundant check bits. Capacity required for ECC storage thus ranges from 15%
of memory capacity for 8 bit error correction to 4% for 4 bit error correction.
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The modified write driver circuit (Figure 6-7) as well as controller implementing
state aware adaptive programming (Figure 6-6) together form Mercury architecture
presented in Figure 6-8. On initiating a write operation, the data stored at memory
location to be written is read and compared with the new data to be written. If both the
values are different, write driver block is enabled. In the PV flash memory, parallel
lookup of write address is performed to obtain variation information giving programming
time and amplitude. The information is used to control the activation of charge pump
stages as well as addition of programming pulses in R2S programming. Specialized
ECC hardware computes the check bits for the entire data word of 512bits.The
programming mechanism is selected depending upon state to be written to the cell. We
also check if initial state of the cell is SET state. “Skip initialization” signal is enabled if
the cell has state transition from completely set state to state 10. When the write
controller receives the PV information, programming mechanism selection and skip
initialization selection signal; it generates the programming pulse sequence for the cell.
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CHAPTER 7
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
Experimental Methodology
In this chapter, we describe our experimental methodology used for evaluating the
benefits of the proposed fast and energy-aware MLC-PCM memory system design. The
complete system configuration is listed in Table 7-1. The memory system consists of the
separate L1 data and instruction caches, a unified L2 cache and uses the off-chip 2GB
MLC PCM as the main memory. The page size of the main memory is 4KB. In this
study, we assume 45nm process technology with supply voltage of 1.4V.
We built the MLC-PCM model described in Chapter 4, which incorporates
electrical, thermal and phase-change properties of the cell. We further incorporate the
physical dimensions of a cell into the model to obtain the effect of process variation on
programming current of PCM. To model process variation in PCM cells, we used
VARIUS [25] that employs multivariate analysis to estimate design parameter variation,
including die to die variations (Δ𝑃𝐷2𝐷 ) and within die variations (Δ𝑃𝑊𝐼𝐷 ). Both of the

random (Δ𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 ) and systematic (Δ𝑃𝑠𝑦𝑠 ) effects of within die variations are modeled. We

generated multiple PCM chips and obtained the write current profile for each using the
MLC PCM model. The values are used to estimate the post fabrication tuning
information for PCM system.
In this study, we assume 2-bit MLC PCM which can store four states within each
cell. Bit patterns 00 and 11 are stored using completely reset and completely set state
respectively. Intermediate resistance states in the order of increasing resistance are
used to represent combinations 10 and 01.We simulated S2R and R2S programming
algorithms using the developed MLC-PCM model and estimated the energy as well as
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timing budgets required to take the cell to a resistance level by varying the physical
parameters of the cell.
Table 7-1. Baseline Machine Configuration
Parameter

Configuration

Parameter

Configuration

Frequency

3GHz

LDQ

48 entries

Width

4-wide
fetch/decode/issue/commit

STQ

32 entries

IQ

128 entries

Int. ALU

ITLB

128 entries, 4-way

FP ALU

Branch
Pred.

2K entries Gshare, 10-bit
global history

DTLB

256 entries, 4-way

BTB

2K entries, 4-way

L1 DCache

RAS

32 entries RAS

L2 Cache

L1 I-Cache

64KB, 4-way, 64 Byte/line,
2 ports, 3 cycle

Memory

64KB, 4-way, 64 Byte/line, 2
ports, 3 cycle
Shared 1MB, 16-way, 64
Byte/line, 12 cycle
MLC-PCM(2GB effective
capacity, 8 banks)

ROB

128 entries

Write
Buffer

4 I-ALU, 2 I-MUL/DIV, 1
load/Store
2 FP-ALU, 2 FPMUL/DIV/SQRT

32 entries, 64B per entry

Table 7-2. PCM Parameters
Read Parameters
Read Current

40uA

Read Voltage

1.1V
Write Parameters

R2S Programming (Without PV)

S2R Programming (Without PV)

State

Pulses Set Current

150uA

Reset Current

250uA State 00 (RESET)

5

Set Timing

200ns

Set Current

150uA State 01

14

Reset Current

200uA

Pulse duration

15ns

State 10

18

Reset Timing

50ns

Write Voltage

1.6V

State 11(SET)

28

Set to Reset Step

25uA
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For performance evaluation of the complete system, we developed a framework
using full-system simulator PTLSim/X [33] integrated with memory model of DRAMSim
[34]. PTLSim with Xen is a fast full-system cycle accurate simulator which supports x86
ISA and partial simulation in native mode. We extended the simulator to support the
PCM memory system with two-level write-back cache. To model the latency and energy
of PCM system, we enhanced DRAMSim module to emulate the effect of PCM specific
structures such as current sense amplifier and write driver blocks. The range of
parameter values listed in Table 7-2 was obtained through simulations performed using
MLC PCM model. The correctness of values was verified using parameters obtained
from extensive literature search. The set to reset step indicates change in reset current
value when going from state 11 to state 00 in S2R programming for programming of
intermediate states. The Table 7-2 also mentions the number of 15ns pulses required to
program each state using R2S programming.
As mentioned in Chapter 6, to correct readout errors, ECC mechanism is
employed in our system design. To determine the ECC latency and area overhead, we
used the PCM cell model to calculate probability of error for R2S mechanism as well as
designed a probability based error model for S2R mechanism to obtain the different
error percentage for each state. We assume that the lowest and the highest resistance
states are not subjected to error, only intermediate states have errors due to
programming mechanism. We assume error correction latency of 15 cycles per error
We use diverse set of workloads from SPEC2000 and NAS benchmark suites to
evaluate our technique. The workloads are selected so as to cover wide range of data
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access patterns, miss rates and working set sizes. All the benchmarks are compiled
using GCC or FORTRAN compiler with optimization level –O3.
Results and Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance and energy benefit of our proposed
PV and state aware adaptive programming techniques. We compare Mercury (adaptive
programming with PV awareness and turbo programming) with R2S, PV-aware R2S
programming (R2S+PV), S2R, adaptive programming (adaptive), adaptive programming
with PV (adaptive+PV) and use R2S as the baseline for all comparisons. Note that the
results are reported for each benchmark and normalized to the baseline case of that
benchmark. We apply data comparison writes in all the techniques so as to reduce the
redundant write accesses to memory. To improve the performance of MLC PCM
system, we implement the write optimization techniques (e.g. write cancelling and write
pausing) proposed in [13].
Performance Improvement
Figure 7-1 shows the normalized execution time of all the examined scenarios. On
average, Mercury achieves 10% performance improvement over R2S programming
across all the benchmarks. We observed that floating point benchmarks such as lucas,
mesa and swim show higher improvement compared to integer benchmarks such as
crafty. Also, benchmarks from NAS suite (eg.bt) show higher performance
improvement. Further analysis shows that performance improvement depends upon the
total number of read and writes to memory, the ratio of reads to writes as well as state
wise distribution of accesses. We performed in depth analysis of memory access
statistics to obtain the distribution of states in writes without DCW as well as with DCW
(Figure 7-2 and Figure 7-3 respectively). We collected the number of read-write
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accesses presented in Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5 by running workloads for 50 million
instructions. From the access statistics in Figure 7-5, it is evident that lucas, mesa and
bt have more accesses to memory compared to benchmarks such as crafty and
sixtrack. Moreover as Figure 7-4 points out, they have equal percentage of reads and
writes. Benchmarks having higher percentage of write to states 10 and 11 show higher
improvements as adaptive programming improves write latency of these states. Though
crafty shows higher distribution of states 10 and 11; the total number of memory
accesses is small with more percentage of reads. Similarly sixtrack has much higher
reads compared to writes. Here, the performance gets heavily penalized due to error

Normalized Execution Time

correction latency incurred in reads when S2R programming is used.
1.2

R2S

R2S+PV

S2R

Adaptive

Adaptive+PV
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1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Figure 7-1. Performance Improvement
We observe about 4% improvement when PV-aware programming is combined
with R2S technique. Experiments performed using mathematical model show that
maximum 2-3 pulses can be saved in each state due to PV-aware programming and
maximum three states (i.e. 11,10 and 01 ) can be benefited in R2S+PV. However
visibility of reduction in execution time is limited due to dominating write latency of PCM.
In adaptive programming, R2S programming is used only in states 00, state 01 for
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which magnitude as well as programming time is affected by process variation.
Remaining states are programmed using S2R in which only magnitude of the
programming current is affected but the timing remains the same. As process variation
impacts timing of no other state than state 01, PV aware adaptive programming shows
little improvement over adaptive programming. Write state transitions from state 11
(complete crystallized) to state 10 (partial amorphous state with least amorphous
volume) govern the benefit obtained from Turbo programming. As these accesses are
less in number and they are further reduced due to DCW, execution time improvement
is negligible.
Data comparison writes impact the performance by changing the access pattern of
benchmarks. As Figure 7-2 indicates, the integer benchmarks and many floating point
benchmarks show write pattern of zeros. After DCW operation, the number of write
accesses is reduced and most of the accesses show pattern of 11. As shown in Figure
7-3 floating point benchmarks have high access pattern of 11 (state3) and 10 (state2),
leading to increase in performance improvement.
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Figure 7-2. State Wise Writes without DCW
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Figure 7-3. State Wise Writes with DCW
Energy Efficiency
Figure 7-6 shows the impact on the energy of the system when each programming
technique is applied incrementally. PV-aware programming achieves 7% improvement
in energy whereas adaptive programming gives about 25% improvement in energy.
Combining the PV-aware programming with adaptive technique, further improvement of
2-3% is obtained.
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Figure 7-4. Read-Write Relative Statistics
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Figure 7-5. Absolute Number of Read-Write Accesses
Equake and swim yield 29% of energy improvement with respect to the baseline.
On application of PV-aware programming, the energy improvement increases to 32%
and 33% respectively as they have more writes to state 11. Energy improvement in
case of mesa and bt is 20 % more compared to others.
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Figure 7-6. Improvement in Energy
This is because, both the benchmarks have read to write ratio of 1:1 (as shown in
Figure 7-4) and maximum writes are of state 11 (as shown in Figure 7-3) which gives
them an advantage when adaptive programming is used. Note that, energy values
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shown in Figure 7-6 consider energy due to writes. When total energy of the system is
considered, 20% energy improvement is observed over baseline.
Power Enhancement
As shown in Figure 7-7, adaptive programming achieves 8-10% power saving over
the baseline R2S programming. However, it consumes 5% more power compared to the
S2R mechanism. PV-aware programming shows power reduction by additional 3-4%.
Power improvement is more noticeable on benchmarks having more writes. R2S
programming current has several short duration high current pulses, leading to more
power consumption. S2R programming uses single pulse whose amplitude is lower than
R2S. Adaptive programming uses R2S waveform for half of states leading to increased
power consumption in adaptive.
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Figure 7-7. Power Reduction
As mentioned in Chapter 6, S2R has more errors in readout compared to adaptive.
This forces an additional area overhead to store ECC bits as well as incur correction
overhead per read error. This makes adaptive programming more promising compared
to S2R even though both show almost similar performance on execution time and
energy.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Conclusion
MLC PCM systems provide high storage capacity at the expense of increased
programming energy and latency. The presence of process variation makes the MLC
programming even worse as the minimum time and energy requirements of cells differ
according to physical dimensions. Different MLC programming techniques offer tradeoff
between accuracy, programming time and programming energy, depending on the
target resistance level as well as initial resistance state of the cell. We propose selection
of programming techniques adaptively to optimize accuracy with programming energy
and latency. We also propose tuning the techniques by using process variation data
collected at the post fabrication stage. We performed detailed modeling of the MLC
PCM cell as well as extended the model to include the effect of variation of physical
dimensions of the device to obtain energy and timing budgets for different resistance
states for MLC. Our experiments show that the proposed adaptive programming
technique achieves performance benefit of 10% and energy benefit of 20% over
conventional R2S programming methods. Employing PV-aware technique further
improves energy performance to 23-25%.
Future Work
This project explored different programming techniques which can be used to
program a MLC PCM cell. Also we built a MLC PCM model and modified it to
incorporate the effect of variation of physical dimensions of the cell. Although the model
is able to simulate most of the cases observed in MLC programming, it fails to simulate
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some programming algorithms. We aim to modify the model to simulate these
algorithms to represent MLC PCM programming phenomenon more accurately.
The workloads currently being used in simulation of the system are single
threaded workloads. Also, the memory footprint of many of the workloads is not large
enough to stress the memory system. We plan to evaluate the system with more
memory intensive workloads. Moreover, we plan to perform simulations with multithreaded workloads to have realistic evaluation as most of the computer systems
are many-core/multi-core systems. We would also like to observe the combined effect of
this technique with other cutting edge PCM micro-architecture level techniques.
Hardware interface of PCM is not well defined. There is very little literature
available about the interface and it is assumed to be similar to DRAM. Overhead of Any
modification at micro-architecture level is highly dependent on the underlying hardware
interface. We propose to model the PCM interfaces in more detail in future work.
We would like to explore the arena of error correction coding for phase change
memories in our further work.
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